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Abstract. In indoor environments such as private cars, taxis and public transport, social distance 
cannot always be applied and virus concentrations can reach high levels. In this paper, a Eulerian-
Lagrangian approach is adopted for the transient simulation of aerosol airborne dispersion in a 
passenger car cabin. The numerical tool, validated by PIV analysis, is applied to study three 
different scenarios during the respiratory activity. The car ventilation system and the position of 
the passengers affect the mass of inhaled aerosol and consequently the quality of the passenger 
compartment air. 

1.  Introduction 
The risk of virus infection can be reduced by adopting different strategies such as social distancing and 
the adoption of masks in order to avoid virus diffusion particularly in indoor environments [1,2]. The 
thermodynamics phenomena related to breathing, coughing, speaking and sneezing are complicated 
therefore it is impossible to measure virus transport and diffusion in indoor environments [3].  
In the last century, the large droplet route has been wrongly considered to be the primary route for most 
respiratory infections [4,5], and the associated social distancing of 1-2 m has been adopted in all the 
country of the world. The respect of a social distance represents a good measure in open spaces but it 
cannot be adopted in small indoor environments like car cabins where the occupants are in a close range 
and, during a car trip, the virus concentrations can reach crucial levels [6]. 
In fact, droplets of different sizes, coming from different areas of the respiratory tract, go through an 
atomization process by the passage of a high-speed air stream. Wells et.al. [7] studied the phenomenon 
of droplet evaporation during breathing from the mouth of a subject and the particle diameters reduction 
during the air injection. Further investigations were performed by Papineni et al. [8] adopting an optical 
particle detection system. In particular, the authors found that most of the particles present micrometres 
diameters (<100 μm) and, after an evaporation process, can reach the susceptible suspended in air 
(airborne particles) [9]. As said before, in open spaces there is a low risk of contracting infections 
because virus concentrations are very low [10]. On the contrary, in indoor environments such as public 
transport, hospital rooms, schools, on which a lot of infected people are in close contact even when 
social distance is applied, the infection risk is very high. Suggestions to reduce the increasing in virus 
concentrations in indoor consists in the improvement of the ventilation system, the surfaces disinfection, 
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the reduction of the number of occupants, etc. However, more effective forecasting and analysis tools 
are desirable to allow a more detailed understanding about measures to be adopted inside restricted 
environments like passenger cars. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) allow to obtain detailed 
information about transport and diffusion of aerosol also for the case of private transport such as for a 
car cabin. This technique get detailed spatial fluid flow distributions and aerosol transmission by solving 
a 3D mixed convection model in transient conditions [11,12] and it also allows to assess the ventilation 
conditions of aerosol transmission by solving a 3D mixed convection model in transient conditions. A 
lot of research was conducted to improve the airflow distribution in passenger cabins.  
PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) analysis were conducted by Yang et al. [13,14] to investigate airflow 
distribution and turbulence intensity in selected car cabin sections.   
You et al. [15] investigated the suitable turbulence model to simulate air distribution in aircraft cabins 
with gaspers turned on. They showed that the SST k–ω model was more accurate than the RNG k–ε 
model for predicting the airflow distribution in an aircraft cabin. Mathai et al. [16] analysed how the 
windows opening and closing can affect the thermo-hygrometric comfort and the aerosol spread between 
the passengers discovering that addressing the airflow from the ventilation system away from passengers 
reduces the risk of transmission. 
The numerical studies available in the scientific literature present same limitations which can be 
highlighted such as a simplified numerical modelling of the breathing phenomena in isothermal 
conditions and the absence of buoyancy effects. Moreover, such models do not distinguish the droplets 
variation in diameter during the respiratory activity and the effective mass flow rate injected during 
breathing by an emitter subject. In other cases, a velocity boundary condition is not set on the mouth of 
the receiver to properly simulate the breathing phenomenon, also considering the aerosol inhalation. 
In the present paper, the OpenFOAM open-source software is adopted to simulate the transient non-
isothermal airborne aerosol dispersion in a passenger car cabin. The model is based on a Eulerian-
Lagrangian approach: mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are solved for the 
description of the fluid flow distribution within the computational domain, while Newton’s equation is 
adopted for the diffusion and transport of particles. The numerical model was validated by comparing 
the numerical results with PIV measurements, performed by one of the authors of the paper and then 
applied to study the aerosol transport, spatial distribution and inhalation during respiratory activity, from 
one specific person (contagious subject) to another passenger (receiver subject) inside a car cabin for 
different ventilation scenarios. 

2.  CFD numerical model 
CFD simulations were performed by the OpenFOAM code which can solve the mass, momentum and 
energy conservation equations for 3D transient and turbulent compressible fluid flow. The numerical 
tool gives information about the pressure, temperature and velocity contours in the investigated 
computational domain. Turbulence was modelled using the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 
(URANS) approach, solving the Shear Stress Transport (SST) k–ω model since it is well suited for 
simulating induced jet flows in closed environments, as proven by previous studies of You et al. [15] 
and Ullrich et al. [17]. Further information about the solved Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) can 
be found in [18].  
The aerosol transport and diffusion were obtained by adopting a Lagrangian Particle Tracking (LPT) 
approach, based on a dispersed dilute two-phase flow. This model can be adopted when droplets are 
distant one from each other and their volume is lower than 10-3.  In this way, the mass momentum and 
energy equations are solved for the air flow (continuous phase) and the Newton’s equation of motion is 
solved for each droplet (discrete phase). LPT equations are obtained by solving Equation 1 and Equation 
2.  
 

𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝒖𝒖𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑭𝑭𝐷𝐷 + 𝑭𝑭𝑔𝑔 (1) 
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 𝑑𝑑𝒙𝒙𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝒖𝒖𝑑𝑑 (2) 
 
where 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) is the mass of the droplet; 𝒖𝒖𝑑𝑑 �

𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑠
� represents the droplet velocity; 𝑑𝑑 (𝑠𝑠) is the time; 

𝑭𝑭𝐷𝐷 (𝑁𝑁) and 𝑭𝑭𝑔𝑔(𝑁𝑁) are, respectively, the drag and gravity forces acting on the droplet; 𝒙𝒙𝑑𝑑 (𝑚𝑚) represents 
the trajectory of the droplet. The drag force is given by Crowe [19]: 
 
 

𝑭𝑭𝐷𝐷 = 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑
18

𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷  

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑(𝒖𝒖 − 𝒖𝒖𝑑𝑑)
24

 (3) 

 
In Equation 3, 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑 �

𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔
𝑚𝑚3�, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑚𝑚) and 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 represent, respectively, the density, diameter and Reynolds 

number of the droplet;  𝒖𝒖 �𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑠
� is the air velocity. The droplet density was considered constant and equal 

to 1200 kg·m-3. The 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 was calculated as: 
 
 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 =
𝜌𝜌(|𝒖𝒖 − 𝒖𝒖𝑑𝑑|)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜇𝜇
 (4) 

 
where 𝜌𝜌 �𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔

𝑚𝑚3� is the air density. 
The drag coefficient, 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷, in Equation 3 is evaluated as a function of the droplet Reynolds number: 

 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

24
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑

                             if 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 < 1

24
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑

�1 + 0.15 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑0.687�        if 1 ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 ≤ 1000

0.44                                    if 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 > 1000

 (5) 

 
Droplet collisions are considered to be elastic and the equations of motion for the droplets are solved 
assuming a one-way coupling between the continuum phase and the discrete phase: the flow field affects 
the droplet motion whereas the effect of the particles on the airflow is negligible. 

3.  The three investigated scenarios 
The mathematical-numerical model described in Section 2 was applied to the analysis of droplets spread 
in a passenger car cabin during a 15-min travel, from one contagious subject (i.e. the driver in our 
analysis) to a susceptible receiver (i.e. another passenger). Three different scenarios were analysed: a) 
air supplied from front seat vents and susceptible sitting in the back-right seat (Figure 1a); b) air supplied 
from the windshield defroster vent and susceptible sitting in the back-right seat (Figure 1b); c) air 
supplied from the windshield defroster vent and susceptible sitting in the front seat (Figure 1c).  
The numerical model validation was performed by a scaled-down glass model by adopting PIV analysis 
(Figure 2) but to investigate a real scenario it was increased in size by a scale factor equal to 1.7 as 
indicated in the study of Chang in [20] by reducing the seats inclination. A typical car volumetric flow 
rate equal to 238 m3/h was imposed as boundary condition in inlet from the ventilation system and the 
volume of the scaled-up car cabin model is equivalent to that of a typical real car [17]. Inlet boundary 
condition for air temperature was set to 293 K and the heat exchange with the environment was not 
modelled. The mouths of the passengers were modelled as a circle with a 2 cm radius and a temperature 
of 308.15 K was adopted as boundary conditions for the resolution of the energy equation conservation 
equation.    
An averaged fixed velocity value of 0.61 m/s was employed at the mouths of the emitter and the receiver 
as mean values of sinusoidal breathing during exhalation and inhalation reported by Abkarian et al. [21]. 
This choice allows to reach a quasi-steady state condition: once the quasi-steady state condition is 
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achieved, the flow field is frozen and is used to transport the particles injected by the emitter over time 
while breathing. 
Droplets were assumed as liquid spheres whose dimensions, distribution and injection time were 
adopted from existing literature [3,22]. Evaporation phenomenon occurs soon after the injection [9], so 
in the present study the number and volume distribution of droplet after evaporation were considered.  
The simulations were carried out assuming the subjects to be mouth-breather. 
 

 
  

(a) front seat air vents supply mode – 
susceptible in the back-right seat 

(b) windshield defroster air vent 
supply mode – susceptible in the 

back-right seat 

(c) windshield defroster air vent 
supply mode – susceptible in the 

front seat 

Figure 1 – The three analysed scenarios where the inlet sections are highlighted in red. 

4.  Validation of the numerical tool by PIV analysis 
The flow field description within the passenger compartment was validated with the Particle Image 
Velocimetry (PIV) data which one of the authors obtained in a previous experimental campaign [14], 
for the scaled-down car cabin model shown in Figure 2a. Experimental analysis were performed along 
the longitudinal plane passing through the centre of the air vent in front of the driver seat (within the x-
y plane at z=0.3945 m, as highlighted in Figure 4). The fluid flow is injected inside the cabin through 
four openings located on the dashboard, at a total flow rate equal to 100 m3/h; in the experimental setup 
a rectangular duct is connected to each of the supply openings, causing a flow velocity profile to develop 
at the outlet section of the air vents (at the entry of the passenger compartment; for more details refer to 
[14]). 
In the 3D model employed for numerical model validation, shown in Figure 2b, such ducts were 
considered to reproduce the velocity distribution at the inlet of the cabin and accurately replicate the 
experimental conditions. The adopted mesh was obtained by the tool snappyHexMesh and was 
determined on the basis of a proper grid sensitivity analysis. Four computational grids were realized and 
information about the grids parameters are illustrated in Table 1. 
 

  
(a) scale car model for PIV measurements [14] (b) computational domain 

Figure 2 – Scaled glass model adopted for PIV analysis (a) and computational domain (b). 
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Table 1 – Computational grid information 
Mesh # Number of Cells Skewness max Non orthogonality max 

1 355,534 1.44 50 
2 743,232 3.45 50 
3 1,559,007 2.19 50 
4 2,905,119 3.78 50 

 
The percent deviation amongst the velocity fields obtained with Mesh 3 and Mesh 4 is less than 5%, 
hence Mesh 3 has been used in the upcoming analysis. In Figure 3, a x-y slice of Mesh 3 for z=0.3945 
m (measuring plane) is shown. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Computational grid employed (Mesh 3, 1559007 cells) for velocity field validation. 

 
The computational grid was refined near solid surfaces to properly capture the boundary layer; 
moreover, a refinement box was created in the upper zone of the car cabin to have a finer mesh in the 
area of most interest for the comparison with the experimental velocity profiles, without requiring 
unreasonable computational efforts. The minimum, maximum and average y+ values obtained using 
Mesh 3 are 0.129, 41.484 and 5.472 respectively. PIV and CFD data were compared in terms of velocity 
profiles obtained in a a selected x-y plane at z=0.3945 m (see Figure 4), in four different sections: x=0.45 
m, x=0.65 m, x=0.85 m and x=1.05 m.  
On the whole, it was found that the airflow patterns predicted with CFD simulations are in a good 
agreement with the experimental results provided by Ozeki et al. [14], even when getting away from the 
inlet sections. Therefore, the mathematical-numerical model adopted in the present study well describes 
the flow field within the car cabin. 

 
 

Figure 4 – Velocity contours for a slice located at z=0.3945 m. 
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Figure 5 – Experimental and numerical velocity profiles comparison within a selected x-y plane at z=0.3945 m 

obtained in four different sections: x=0.45 m, x=0.65 m, x=0.85 m and x=1.05 m. 

 
 
 

5.  Results obtained by CFD analysis 
In Figure 6 the particles position in the car cabin after 15 minutes, for the scenarios outlined in Section 
3, is showed. Adopting the front seat vents (Figure 6a) the passengers do not receive particles because 
a recirculation area is formed above the dashboard and airborne droplets are not able to reach the subject 
position. On the contrary, turning on the windshield defroster (Figure 6b and Figure 6c), there is a quite 
uniform distribution of particles within the cabin. The passenger located in the back-right seat (Figure 
6b), inhales about 20 particles (corresponding to a mass of 1.56·10-15 kg), instead when he is placed in 
the front seat (Figure 6c), he receive about 15 particles (corresponding to a mass of 5.42·10-16 kg). 
Although after 15 minutes the number of inhaled particles is not significant, by increasing the time spent 
in the car cabin the mass of inhaled aerosol could reach critical values. Therefore, a parametric analysis, 
varying the flowrate at the inlet and the time spent in the car, will be performed in later studies to assess 
how these aspects influence the motion, and thus the spread of droplets in the passenger compartment.  
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(a) front seat air vents supply 
mode - susceptible in the back-

right seat 

(b) windshield defroster air vent 
supply mode – susceptible in the 

back-right seat 

(c) windshield defroster air vent 
supply mode – susceptible in the 

front seat 

Figure 6 – Evolution of particles after 15 minutes. 

6.  Conclusions 
In the present paper, the authors realized an innovative transient non-isothermal numerical model by 
using the open-source software OpenFOAM, able to simulate the transient airborne dispersion of aerosol 
in a passenger car cabin. The model is based on a Eulerian-Lagrangian approach: mass, momentum and 
energy conservation equations are solved for the description of the fluid flow distribution within the 
computational domain, while Newton’s equation is adopted for diffusion and transport of particles. The 
numerical model was validated by comparing the numerical results with PIV measurements, performed 
by one of the authors of the paper. The validated numerical tool was applied to study the aerosol 
transport, spatial distribution and inhalation, during respiratory activity, from one specific person 
(contagious subject) to another passenger (receiver subject) inside a car cabin for different ventilation 
scenarios. The car ventilation system and the position of the passengers affect the mass of inhaled 
aerosol and consequently the quality of the passenger compartment air. 
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